# Academic Honors

## HIGHEST HONORS

- Alexandra Mae Adamski
- Ziv Akiva Porter Arzt
- Katherine Diane Barbato
- Lena Ann Barrett
- Anastasia Marie Barros
- Natalie Erin Bates
- Sarah L. Bentley
- Brandyn William Bok
- Connor Kane Bradley
- Lauren Marie Bridges
- Bridget Anne Brown
- Sean Thomas Byrne
- Ross Evan Camiel
- Zachary Alexander Caruso
- Michael John Celente
- Cheng Chen
- Olivia Denise Conover
- Erin Elizabeth Conroy
- Morgan Stafford Coonrad
- Anna Marie D’Ginto
- Carly Eve Daitch
- Akshay Kartik Damany
- Trevor Darryl Davis
- Benjamin Cyril Dunmire
- Talia Ashbrook Dunyak
- Brendan Reed Eckardt
- Paige Hunter Elliott
- Bailey Glover Falk
- Brittany Lee Fisher
- Sarah Jane Fittro
- Allieon Paige Fletcher
- Laili Mariah Forouraghi
- Wayan Briana Fowler-Puja
- Lauren J. Fried
- Kyle Michell Garland
- Christopher James Garman
- Stephanie Jordan Geismar
- Jordan Ann Greer
- Mitchell Raney Grim
- Shaan R. Gurnani
- Alexander William Hake
- Joseph Han
- Danielle Marie Hanes
- Trevor Hackett Hayes
- Ryan Patrick Herbert
- Robert Joseph Hetterich
- Emma Katherine Hillman
- Kathryn Nichole Hooven
- Sara Elizabeth Huser
- Benjamin Richard Ivie
- Malavika Jain
- Kaylynn Elizabeth Johnson
- Michelle Carolina Juarez
- Adam David Kafka
- Paras M. Khan
- Lauren Monroe Kiesel
- Min Jun Kim
- Chaim Kohen
- Anthony Thomas Konopka
- Katherine Mills Koomar
- Sarah A. Korykora
- Rebecca Adele Langbein
- Kelsey Mackenzie Leck
- J. Zachary Lentz
- Emily Faye Levenson
- Yiting Lu
- Jessica Marie Ludolph
- Michael Thomas Martinsky
- Jacob Michael Mazza
- Alec William McConnell
- Lauren Elizabeth Mentzer
- Eric Hjalmar Metcalf
- Wesley Peter Michaels
- Jacob Nelson Moser
- Evan Christopher Mulby
- Ornella Audrey Chetcho Ngounou
- Hyo Won Park
- Matthew Michael Pasch
- Elizabeth Pines
- Marcus Jordan Pugliese
- Jade Elizabeth Radigan
- Isabella Patricia McAdam Rago
- Geraphy Reyes
- Kimberly Lynn Ringhoffer
- Kyle James Root
- Lauren Saperstein
- Samantha L. Sarli
- Rachel Gabriella Shaffer
- Andrew Shapiro
- Jasmine K Singh
- Tyler Keith Stangle
- Rachel Anna Sternberg
- Hannah Elliott Street
- Paige Loraine Tanenbaum
- Leah Marie Tranovich
- Nicholas Dimitri Trivelis
- Chad Robert Wagner
- Alexisi Mai Watanabe
- Sarah Xu Wei
- Shannon Conner Welty
- Kendall Nicole Wilkins
- Kan Wu

## HIGH HONORS

- Katherine Lynn Ballen
- Clayton Reed Barber
- Erin Leigh Barclay
- Stephanie Ryan Barry
- Brandon John Barton
- Russell Kevin Beatty
- Lyasha Chante Bishop
- Lian Elizabeth Bloch
- Emma Bernadette Bolla
- Lauren Alyse Boller
- Andrew Conner Burleigh
- Jessica Rose Calvini
- Lorraine Kathryn Carnes
- Elizabeth Marie Chelius
- Weihe Chen
- Michelle Christoferson
- Brittany Marie Cutrona
- Margaret Mary Dalena
- Patrick J. Dec
- Morgan M. Decker
- Jonathan Samuel Densa
- Amanda Ruth Derby
- Bijal Jayesh Desai
- Bhavishya Devireddy
- Amie Marissa Diamond
- Zachary Max Diekel
- Robert Edward Dorrycott III
- Charles Robert Drazba
- Trevor Hajime Edwards
- Alec L. W. Entress
- Devon Michael Fano
- Jennifer Anne Finley
- Emily C. Folenta
- Ariel Nicole Frazier-Freeman
- Dylan M. Friedgen-Weitch
- Justine Gaetano
- Dara Jenna Giglio
- Adam M. Goldstein
- Melanie Grajales
- Dean Yehoshua Granot
- Michael Cerny Green
- Francesco Grossi
- Sarah Lindsay Grust
- Amy Zane Haber
Academic Honors

Evan David Hardy
Isabella Sophie Hastings
Lauren Michelle Hausman
Mengran He
Emily Lauren Heckman
Dana Heller
Jessica Faith Heymach
Danielle Michal Heymann
Alexander Tyler Hill
Logan Andrew Hodges
Mahdi Mohammed Hossain
Clara Theresa Howley
Anthony John Iacoviello
Joseph Philip Ingaglio
Katherine Michelle Iturralde
Grace Elaine Johnjulio
Elizabeth Ann Jordan
Alexander Henry Kalmus
Alexandra Ysabel Kaminetsky
Stephanie Lauren Kaplan
Austin Wesley Keller
Jefferson Arnold Kelso
Allison Barnett Kent
Brishy Khossein
Yoora Rosa Kim
Samantha Lei Kupersmith
Hannah Grace Lahey
Suxin Lan
Angela Marie Lawrence
Fengfei Liang
Jamie Collins Luchini
Katherine Jean MacLachlan
Stormont Robert Mahoney
Christine Marie Mannix
Pablo Naoki Manzano Miura
Jeffrey Steven Mara
Hannah Abigail Maret
Jessica Rose Marriott
Angela Marie Marrone
Elena Kathryn Martin
Alexis Jean Martins
Kristen Luana McArthur
Rachael Francesca Miller
Kathleen Marie Monks
Misinzo Moono
Allison Noelle Morrison
Jordan Cooper Ness
Phuong Lam Nguyen
Emma Jane Nosofsky
JJ O'Brien
Molly J. O'Neill
Cassandra Pearl Obzud
Sarah Hain Oxholm
Christie Hyunjoo Pai
Ashley J. Park
Brittany Dawne Partain
Sarah Nicole Plombon
Haley Jeanne Posatko
Elizabeth Jane Powers
Catherine Yolanda Preysner
Brendan Michael Purcell
Chelsea Alexandra Rabinowitz
David Matthew Reino
Jacob Robert Rita
Jessica Gail Robinson
Colton Thorne Rochelle
Georgia Leigh Roth
Larissa Elise Rowe
Joshua Michael Ryan
Jordy Salcedo
Michelle Carmen Sanabria
Jillian N. Saydah
Suzanne C. Scheckenback
Amber Elizabeth Schrum
Emily Anne Sechrist
Junbin Shao
Elizabeth Sara Sharlow
Monica Maria Shell
David Alan Silfen
Tyler Alexander Sloan
Adam Henryk Śmiechowski
Judson Carlisle Smull
Cho Yuan So
Joshua Roni Solomon
Ryan Joseph Spirko
Marina Staricc
Taylor Allison Stewart
Christine Suh
Lucy Taben
Jeffrey Robert Tilley
Anil Tipirneni
Carl Robert Tischbein
Leah Noelle Turner
Wesley Robert Vogel
Christopher Walter Volciak
Emily Elizabeth Votze
Amanda M. Walter
Ellen Dana Weich
James Louis Wheeler
Rachel Elizabeth Williams
Kenneth Xueyan Wong
Aiwen Xu
Victoria Shirley Yu
Kallie Rose Ziltz

HONORS
Maxie Blair Ackerman
Sneha Sree Alaparthi
Taylor Jordan Alexy
Annie Manuel Ames
Elif Naz Anda
Elizabeth Lauren Archibald
Wellesley R. Arreza
Cara Anne Bagley
Kristiana Marie Barr
Jennifer Morgan Barry
Jocelyn Claire Berndt
David John Betz
Amit Bhowmik
Sara Campbell Blatchford
Daniel Peter Boardman
Claire Wickline Bradshaw
Michael Timothy Brennan
Samantha Michelle Brooks
Madeline August Brown
Alexandra Cacciapre
James Flotteron Cahill
Daniel Scott Camarda
Rebekah Ann Campo
Christina Angela Catalano
Kyle Andrew Celano
Wo-Chu (Beverly) Chan
Bolin L Chang
Jonathan Chang
Hanna Amaryllis Charron
Priya D. Chokshi
Benjamin Michael Cicchillo
Christopher Richard Coffin
Casey Ann Colangelo
Alexander Evan Connery
Sofie Rachel Coopersmith
Trishna Akshay Dave
Domenic Michael DeNiro
Austin Robert Decker
Thomas Edward Deebel
Lindsay Grace Dennison
Samantha Louise Di Paolo
Steven G. DiBella
Andrew James DiPrinzio
Matthew Daniel DiSalvo
Alexandra Hailey Donnelly
Robert Bernard Dunleavy
Jonathan Victor Dzierzawiec
Emma Hope Faber
Academic Honors

Nicole Elizabeth Fiene
Katherine Taylor Fletcher
Carol Cox Fornaciari
Bradley J. Forshay
Nicholas V. Fraboni
Spencer Ryan Freund
Emma Danielle Fried
Melinda Blaire Fruithandler
Evan Edward Gaj
Matthew James Gardner
Michael Austin Garzillo
Katherine Merrick Gilkeson
John Ross Glover
Maura Elizabeth Godfrey
Kristopher Thomas Gontzes
Alejandro Jose Gonzalez Fung
Alivia R. Gould
Caleb Owen Grady
Andrew Devin Grzanka
Devika Gupta
Ivan Ha
Daniel Joseph Hallak
Sam Cheuk-Hin Hau
Stefanie Marie Heinz
Sabrina Marie Herbert
John Doyle Hershner III
Alexander Joseph Hiznay
Hannah Lauren Hodges
Michael John Holdorf
Casey Lynne Hollawell
Kawser Hasnain Hooda
Michael Paul Horgan
Brendan Joseph Huber
Julie Ha Young Im
Francis Joseph Ingrassia Jr.
Harrison Michael Janart
Julie Carlbach Johansen
Abby Johnson
Mitchell David Kaliner
Ansa Yasmine Kamara
Jeffrey Alan Kasle
Andrew Louis Katz
Samantha Nicole Kay
Kerry Dolores Kinek
Daniel Edward Kisling
Shane William Klump
Sarah Natalie Knoll
Lisa Keil Kocay
Kelsey Barbara Konopka
Kristy Koperski
Elizabeth Kier Kuhns
Joshua Quinn Kurpat
Alexandra Jane Lang
Ryan Stewart Poole Lansdown
Michael Richard Lefkoe
Kirsten Nicole Leskowich
Chun Ho Li
Jeffrey Scott Liebman
Chen Xi Liu
Max Chan Liu
Yuanqing Vicky Liu
Leslie Mijung Lockyer
Kiley Sara Loehr
Haley Leann Lombardo
Stephen Luong
Emily Rose Macmillan
Emily Madzik
Munad Mahnoor
Sean Francis Mahony
Kaitlin Michelle Mak
Pooja Malhotra
Nicole Alexandra Marcante
Rachael Marie Martel
Amy Elizabeth Matula
Abby Elisabeth McBride
Brendan Patrick McCullagh
Megan Tera McDonnell
Laura Catherine Melone
Jacqueline Michele Miller
Mitchell Louis Minotti
Nina Alexandra Miotto
Dylan Zachary Morgenweck
Taylor Lubin Mygatt
Ani G. Nahapetian
Lama M. Nassar
Sean Alexander Nelson
Phuc Dinh Minh Nguyen
Aimee Denysse Niwenshuti
Sara Tali Oppenheimer
McKenzie Lauren Otus
Christina Pak
Stephanie Maria Panayiotou
Courtney Rae Patterson
Danielle Brooke Perl
Mary Rose Pettit
Abigail Rose Pires
Eilika Eberhardt Podack
Adam Edward Pollack
Samuel Jericho Present
Sean Patrick Purcell
Emma Gabrielle Rabinowitz
Michael David Reiner
Rae Alexa Ricciardi
Katherine Grace Ries
Derek Blair Rush
Sallyan Kayla Rusnak
Samantha Wells Russell
Michael Patrick Russo
Kyle Robert Sammon
Andrew Marshall Sandor
Erica Michelle Schneer
Madelyn Leigh Schwartz
Peter Michael Schwarzenberg
Sidi Shen
Halli Bess Sigel
Beatrice Silberzweig
Travis Alan Smith
Henry Carpenter Smither V
Aliraza Abdullah Soonasra
Eric Michael Stahl
Krista Rose Stefkovic
Allison M. Stevens
Jacqueline Ann Tenreiro
Shenchian Tian
Aleksandra Tomczyk
Chester Vincent Toye
Kevin Trinh
Katelyn Rebecca Turner
Julia Tvardovskaya
Justin Alexander Uzcategui
Jai Milind Vaze
Ana Elizabeth Vrhel
Mengni Yao
Bo Hak Yoon
Aaron George Kurian Zacharia
Yuxin Sindy Zeng
Xiaoxiao Zhang
Departmental Honors

Africana Studies
Lyasha Bishop

Architecture
Samantha Kupersmith

Art
Katherine Koomar

Asian Studies
Wayan Brianna Fowler-Puja

Astrophysics
Akshay Damany

Biological Sciences
Bijal Desai
Kyra Feuer
Sarah Fittro
Melanie Grajales
Emily Heckman
Michelle Juarez
Hannah Lahey
Sean Nelson

Chemistry
Anthony Iacoviello

Earth and Environmental Sciences
Lorraine Carnes
Ryan Herbert
Mary Pettit

Economics
Ross Camiel

English
Talia Dunyak
Celeen Hefele
Sava Marinkovic
Rachael Miller

History
Lailei Forouragh
Isabella Hastings

Journalism
Sarah Plombon

Mathematics (Statistics)
Mengran He

Political Science
Matthew Scherbarth

Psychology
Olivia Conover
Amanda Derby
Chelsea Rabinowitz

Sociology and Anthropology
Min Jun Kim
Cynthia Pando
Ornella Ngounou
Shannon Welty

Eckardt Scholar
Akshay Damany
Anna D’Ginto
Bailey G. Falk
Wayan Briana Fowler-Puja
Sonja E. Gorman
Tamara G. Hass (JAN)
Ryan P. Herbert
Sunny Huang
Min Jun Kim
Kelsey M. Leck
Haley J. Posatko
Georgia L. Roth
Rachel G. Shaffer
Jasmine K. Singh
Taylor A. Stewart
Kendall N. Wilkins
Academic Awards and Prizes

American Chemical Society Award
To an outstanding senior in chemistry or chemical engineering
- Kaylynn Johnson
- Alexis Watanabe

American Chemical Society Inorganic Chemistry Award
To a top graduating senior majoring in either chemistry or biochemistry who has demonstrated excellence in inorganic chemistry and who displays a significant aptitude for inorganic chemistry and to further interest in the field
- Shane Klumpp

American Chemical Society Organic Chemistry Award
To a top graduating senior student majoring in either chemistry or biochemistry who has demonstrated excellence in organic chemistry based on a combination of research experience, coursework, and a desire to pursue a career in chemistry
- Tyler Sloan

American Society of Civil Engineers Prize
To an outstanding senior in civil engineering
- Kawsar H. Hooda

Association of Certified Fraud Examiners Award
To a student with academic excellence in accounting with high morals
- Kyle Koenig

Ferdinand P. Beer Award
To an outstanding senior who has shown excellence in mechanics
- Ziv A. Arzt

Donald T. Campbell Social Science Research Prizes
Awarded for social science papers of high quality, methodological originality, and societal significance, as embodied in the work of Dr. Campbell, University Professor Emeritus
- Hao Tian
- Andrew Zeveney

John B. Carson Prize
To the senior civil engineer showing most marked excellence in professional courses
- Jordan A. Greer

William H. Chandler Chemistry Prize
To the highest-ranking student in each class in chemistry or chemical engineering
- Lena Barrett
- Gabrielle Dardis
- Kaitlin Dyson
- Hannah Plaza
- Jasmine Singh
- Yiyuan Zhang

John C. Chen Chemical Engineering Endowed Prize
To a full-time student who has demonstrated academic capability and effective leadership in chemical engineering
- Wesley Michaels
- Leah Tranovich

College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Dissertation Award
Awarded for an outstanding doctoral dissertation in the College of Arts and Sciences
- David J. Fine - English

College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Master’s Thesis Award
Awarded for an outstanding master’s thesis in the College of Arts and Sciences
- Janelle Thumma - Earth and Environmental Sciences
Academic Awards and Prizes

**Cornelius Prize**
To the senior student in mechanical engineering who is judged to have profited most by his or her opportunities at Lehigh University

Pablo N. Manzano Miura

**Handwerk Prize**
To a graduating senior for outstanding achievement in the fields of chemistry, materials science and engineering, or earth and environmental sciences

J. Zachary Lentz

**Donnel Foster Hewett Award**
To a senior in earth and environmental sciences who has demonstrated the greatest potential for a professional career in the earth sciences

Ryan Herbert

**Aurie N. Dunlap Prize**
To an outstanding senior majoring in international relations

Academic – Lucy Taben

**The Harmer Prize**
To an undergraduate student in the materials science and engineering department who promotes good citizenship with the school and community

Hannah A. Maret

**C.C. Hsiung Award**
To a graduating senior who demonstrates outstanding scholarship in mathematics

Sean T. Byrne
Trevor D. Davis

**Philip Francis du Pont Memorial Prize in Electrical Engineering**
To the two highest-ranking seniors in electrical engineering

Andrew Shapiro
Kan Wu

**George D. Harmon Memorial Award**
To an outstanding senior in the history department who has the highest GPA in history courses and has a 3.0 GPA overall

Lailei M. Forouraghi

**Institute of Internal Auditors Senior Award**
To an outstanding senior who is interested in auditing and has a high scholastic standing and qualities of leadership

Emma Hillman

**German Prize**
To seniors who are excellent in German language or culture or performing outstanding service to German culture and civilization

Talia Dunyak

**Institute of Management Accountants Senior Award**
To a senior who is outstanding in accounting

Evan Mulbry

**Samuel L. Gulden Memorial Award**
Awarded by vote of the CSE faculty to a senior who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in the study of algorithms and/or theoretical computer science

Tamara G. Hass
Adam Kafka

**Thomas M. Haynes Prize for Excellence in Philosophy**
To an undergraduate student for the best essay on a philosophical topic submitted in a philosophy class

Deanna Kocher

**Thomas E. Jackson Award**
Given to the senior mechanical engineering student who has made the greatest contribution to the development and/or use of the Thomas E. Jackson Engine Testing Laboratory

Rajvir Singh

**Joseph C. Hendrzak Memorial Award**
Award made to the outstanding senior Army ROTC cadet in military science who evidenced leadership ability during the school year

Rajvir Singh
Academic Awards and Prizes

Richard H. Johnson Economics Prize
To a graduating senior majoring in economics with outstanding achievement in the study of economics
Brandyn W. Bok

Kahn Memorial Award
To a senior outstanding in materials science and engineering
Austin W. Keller
Hannah A. Maret

Karakash Prize
To a graduating student in electrical or computer engineering based on scholarship and evidences of professional leadership
Christina A. Catalano

Andrew Wilson Knecht III Memorial Award
To the senior in mechanical engineering who has exhibited the greatest potential for applying his or her technical training to practical application
Peter M. Schwarzenberg

Lt. General Fred Kornet, Jr. Award
To a graduating senior in military science whose academic performance and AFROTC achievement indicate the greatest potential for sustained professional excellence in a military career
Abigail Ubbelohde

George B. Lemmon Prize
Awarded to a graduating Eckardt Scholar in recognition of outstanding academic performance during his or her undergraduate Lehigh career. This award is subject to the recommendation of the thesis advisor and / or the chairperson in the major field.
Wayan Briana Fowler-Puja
Sonja Gorman
Hayley Posatko

Libraries Student Research Prize
To recognized undergraduate students who demonstrate excellence in scholarship and the use of library and research resources
Shaan Gurnani
Rachel Sternberg

Le-wu Lu Memorial Prize
This prize recognizes exceptional academic work by a graduating senior. It is given to individuals who have enhanced the visibility of the department, who have given their time and energy to the department efforts, humanitarian efforts, and / or leadership in professional organizations.
Cheng Chen
Dylan M. Friedgen-Veitch

Joseph A. Maurer Classics Prize
To a graduating senior majoring in classics who has demonstrated excellence in studying the Latin and Greek languages
Bailey Falk
Michael C. Green

Merck Index Award
To an outstanding senior in chemistry who has been active in student society affairs, and who has promise of a successful career in chemistry in the judgment of the faculty of the chemistry department
Jordy Salcedo

Robert H. Mills Outstanding Accounting Major Award
Given to a senior accounting major who excels in both academics and extracurricular activities
Katherine Koomar

J. Robert Munford Award
To an earth and environmental sciences senior who has shown the greatest improvement in overall performance over four years
Yang Gao

Cyril John Osborn Award
To a senior who shows outstanding promise of a successful career in materials science and engineering
Sarah P. Gregori
Brett E. Ley


Patti T. Ota Women’s Study Award
To a graduating senior who, during her or his undergraduate years has pursued a course of study that included women’s studies issues and who has contributed to efforts to improve the atmosphere and campus climate for women’s studies and/or to improve conditions for women in the community

Priya Chokshi
Alexandra Donnelly

The Deborah Pearsall Prize
Awarded annually to the female undergraduate student who best exemplifies the attributes that Deborah Pearsall ’12 embodied throughout her life: engaged leadership, inexhaustible optimistic attitude about challenges and opportunities, a “can do” spirit combined with action, integrity, courage, honesty, fairness, advocacy, enthusiasm, and a commitment to “do the right thing” regardless of whether it is the popular choice.

Guylendy Dormevil

Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants Senior Prize
To a senior in the College of Business and Economics majoring in accounting who is outstanding in academic achievement and leadership

Elizabeth Pines

Allen S. Quier Prize
To the senior adjudged by the staff of materials science and engineering to have made the most progress in that curriculum

Baiyu Xiang

The Richard Redd Award
To a senior from the department of art, architecture, and design for outstanding performance in the classroom and studio in the department major course of study and for significant contributions to the culture of the department

Justine Gaetano
Elias Hess

Bosey Reiter Leadership Cup
To a graduating senior whose leadership contributes primarily to the best interests of the university

Michael Garzillo
Danielle Taitt

Robert Ridgeway Senior Cup
To the senior in the College of Engineering and Applied Science with the highest cumulative average

Tyler K. Stangle

Col. Edward W. Rosenbaum Award
The late BG (ret) Edward Rosenbaum, Class of 1949, established this award in honor of his father, Robert Rosenbaum, Class of 1919, who was commissioned as a 2nd LT and served in WWI. Cadet should be a graduating senior who was actively involved in the honor society Scabbard and Blade.

Holden Chung

Eli Schwartz Undergraduate Research Prize in Economics
Awarded each year to a student who has written an outstanding research paper in Economics

Courtney Patterson

The Oles M. Smolansky Award for Academic Excellence in International Relations
Established in 2011 to honor Oles M. Smolansky, university professor emeritus of international relations, the award is presented annually to a graduating senior judged by the faculty of the international relations department to have achieved an outstanding academic record.

Kelsey Leck

John S. Steckbeck Memorial Award
To the senior army ROTC cadet who best exemplifies the school spirit of John Steckbeck

Timothy Wheeler
Academic Awards and Prizes

**Alan Stenning Award**
To a senior mechanical engineer or mechanics student for excellence in an undergraduate engineering project

Chaim Kohen

**Bradley Stoughton Student Award**
Given to an outstanding senior in the materials science and engineering department

Brendan R. Eckardt
J. Zachary Lentz

**Stout Dissertation Award**
Awarded to a doctoral student in each of the four colleges to recognize significant scholarly achievement in a dissertation project

Adam Biener - Economics
Matthew Joseph Gormley - School Psychology
Mingkai Jiang - Earth and Environmental Sciences
Shunqiang Wang - Mechanical Engineering

**Thornburg Mathematics Prize**
To the senior with the most outstanding record in an advanced mathematics course

Denis Tilipman

**Graduate Merit Award of the Lehigh University Alumni Association**
The award is the highest honor given to a graduate student by the Alumni Association. The recipient represents academic excellence, exemplary character and leadership, and Lehigh University traditions.

David Fine
Laura Kremmel
Milad Siami

**Undergraduate Merit Award of the Lehigh University Alumni Association**
Seniors are honored who represent the highest traditions of Lehigh University by exemplary character, personality, scholarship, and participation in extracurricular activities.

Morgan Decker
Paige Elliott
Allison Fletcher
Richard Gerard Johnson

**Harry M. Ullmann Chemistry Prize**
To the highest-ranking seniors in chemistry and chemical engineering

Paige Elliott
Nicholas Watanabe

**University Service Award**
To the senior who has been adjudged to have contributed most during his or her career at Lehigh to promote student body unity, campus cooperation for worthy objectives, and loyalty to the alma mater

Matthew Bay
Anna D’Ginto

**Geraldo Vasconcellos Thompson International Award**
To students finishing their final year with portfolios and have shown exemplary work and leadership in the management of the portfolios

Shaan Gurnani
Royce J. Kok
Academic Awards and Prizes

Williams Senior Prize
Prizes are awarded to seniors throughout the university for excellence in writing and performance.

Amaranth
Talia Dunyak

Art, Architecture and Design
Elias B. Hess
Samantha L. Kupersmith

Business and Economics
Shaam Gurnani
Michael Lefkoe

Creative Writing
Elizabeth Archibald
James M. Finley
Sava Marinkovic
Laura Pressler

English Composition by Seniors
Talia Dunyak
Sava Marinkovic

History, International Relations, Political Science
Vincent Gerard Behe
Lailei Forouraghi

Journalism and Communication
Christopher Barry
Danielle DiStefano
Francis J. Ingrassia
Sarah Plombo
Jacqueline Tenreiro

Lehigh Review
Justine Gaetano
Min J. Kim
Samantha Kupersmith
Cynthia Pando

Modern Languages and Literature
Bolin Chang
Talia Dunyak
Dana Heller
Elizabeth Jordan
Xuemeng Ni
Andrea Vukmanic

Music
Catherine Preysner

Theatre
Melinda Frithandler
Jane Mousseau
Katie Pettis
Kelly Petty, Jr.
Oliva Plinio
Laura Pressler